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ABSTRACT
A satellite navigation receiver traditionally searches for positioning
signals using an acquisition procedure. In situations, in which the
required information is only a binary decision whether at least one
positioning signal is present or absent, the procedure represents an
unnecessarily complex solution. This paper presents a different approach for the binary detection problem with significantly reduced
computational complexity. The approach is based on a novel decision metric which is utilized to design two binary detectors. The
first detector operates under the theoretical assumption of additive
white Gaussian noise and is evaluated by means of Receiver Operating Characteristics. The second one considers also additional
interferences and is suitable to operate in a real environment. Its performance is verified using a signal captured by a receiver front-end.
Index Terms— Global Navigation Satellite Systems, signal detection, indoor/outdoor detection.
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of detecting a positioning signal used by
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). Traditionally, detection is performed by an acquisition procedure which returns rough
estimates of signal parameters (time delay and Doppler frequency)
for all discovered signals [1]. In contrast, we focus on a reduced
problem which aims to detect only whether at least one positioning signal is available. The acquisition procedure can be exploited
for this purpose as well. Also other detection procedures based
on the cyclostationarity property of GNSS signals can be exploited
[2]. However, these procedures exhibit high computational demands.
Therefore, we propose a simpler detection approach requiring baseband samples captured with a low sampling frequency – significantly lower than the sampling frequencies typically used in GNSS
receivers. This approach does not exploit knowledge of pseudorandom sequences. Both of these attributes lead to an implementation
with low complexity.
The binary detection result is valuable in a variety of situations.
The main use case scenario we are considering is evaluation whether
the receiver is located indoors or outdoors. Different sensors provide
different accuracies depending on the current operating environment
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(for example, GNSS receivers typically cannot produce a satisfactory position estimation indoors, but provide good position accuracy
outdoors). By sensing the current operating environment, significant power savings can be achieved by turning off sensors that cannot provide accurate measurements in the current location. In [3], a
lightweight indoor/outdoor detection method is presented, which utilizes a number of sensors typically found in a modern mobile phone.
The authors claim that a detection accuracy of 88 % is achieved using aggregate of three sensors; namely light, cellular, and magnetic
field sensor. In [4], a semi-supervised learning approach is proposed
for the same problem. It achieves 92.33 % accuracy using seven different sensors.
The specific contributions of our work are as follows. First,
we propose a novel decision metric calculated with low complexity. Second, we use the metric to design a binary detector operating in Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and analyze its performance by means of Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC).
Third, we consider additional interferences and we design another
binary detector suitable for operation in a real environment. Finally,
we utilize this detector for indoor/outdoor detection problem and
verify its performance using a real signal.
2. SIGNAL MODEL
A receiver observes a passband GNSS signal at carrier frequency
fc . It is assumed that the signal is disturbed by AWGN as well
as by other interferences, which are potentially non-stationary and
non-Gaussian. The receiver shifts the signal into baseband and then
filters it by a brickwall lowpass filter with a single-sided bandwidth
B. It produces band-limited continuous-time signal x(t) sampled
at sampling frequency fs = 1/Ts = 2B. The resulting complex
discrete-time signal reads [5]
x[n] = x(nTs ) =

S
X1

xi [n] + w[n] + z[n],

(1)

i=0

where S is the number of satellites from which the useful signals
xi [n] are received, w[n] represents independent samples of equivalent complex AWGN with Power Spectral Density (PSD) 2N0 and
2
variance w
= 4N0 B, and z[n] models other disturbances.
Under the narrowband signal assumption, in which the effect of
the Doppler frequency shift on signal bandwidth is neglected, the ith
useful signal is modeled as
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xi [n] = ai si (nTs

⌧i ) ej2⇡fdi nTs ,

(2)
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our case fs = 50 kHz. We say that this is sub-Nyquist rate, since
sampling rates required to properly capture GNSS signals are traditionally in the range of MHz. Since signal model parameters are not
required for calculation of the metric, we say it operates blindly. For
the sake of clarity, in the analysis we focus primarily on L1 C/A signal used in Global Positioning System (GPS), and hence Tp = 1 ms.
We select the last design parameter Tx = 1 s. This overall setting
implies N = 50 and M = 50 · 103 samples, and Y = 103 blocks.
To make the final decision about the presence of navigation signals, we exploit the decision metric (5) differently depending on the
considered signal disturbances. We distinguish between two cases:
AWGN-only (z[n] = 0) and AWGN plus interference (z[n] 6= 0)
disturbances.
3.1. AWGN-only disturbance

Fig. 1: Formulation of decision metric according to (5).
where ai is complex amplitude, ⌧i is propagation delay, fdi is the
Doppler shift. Next, si (nTs ) = si [n] are samples of si (t), which
is the bandlimited baseband equivalent of the transmitted signal. In
general, the navigation signal si (t) can encompass pseudorandom
primary code optionally modulated by a variant of Binary Offset
Carrier (BOC) modulation, pseudorandom secondary code, and navigation message [6]. One primary code period of si (t) lasts Tp seconds. Moreover, for each individual ith useful signal it holds that its
corresponding carrier-to-noise ratio equals [C/N0 ]i = a2i /(2N0 ),
since the power of the passband signal corresponding to the signal
xi [n] equals a2i /2 and one-sided PSD of passband noise is N0 [5].
3. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method is a binary detector choosing between a noiseonly hypothesis H0 and a signal present hypothesis H1 :
H0 : x[n] = w[n] + z[n],
H1 : x[n] =

S
X1

N
X1

xi [n] + w[n] + z[n].

i=0

⇤
yi [n]yi+1
[n

l]

i = 0, 1, ..., L

2,

(4)

n=0

where l 2 L ✓ Z is a correlation lag. Second, these partial results
are combined to finally produce the decision metric in the form of
⇤l =

L
X2
i=0

|⇤0 | >

0

.

(6)

The probability density function of x[n] under H0 depends only
2
on noise variance w
, which is a constant value1 . Therefore, threshold 0 maintains a constant probability of false alarm Pf a [7]. In
contrast, probability of detection Pd is influenced by several factors,
such as the signal bandwidth B, the number of available satellites
S, carrier-to-noise ratios [C/N0 ]i as well as randomness given by
the presence of navigation messages. A consideration of all these
effects complicates analytical derivation and thus we evaluate detector performance in terms of ROC curves which we obtain by means
of Monte Carlo simulation. The ROC curves are depicted in Fig. 2.
For example, for Pf a = 0.05 and C/N0 = 40 dB-Hz, the detector
achieves Pd = 0.89 and Pd = 0.93, in case of S = 5 and S = 10
satellites, respectively. This result demonstrates feasibility of our
approach to detect significantly bandlimited GNSS signals.
3.2. AWGN plus interference disturbance

(3)

A decision metric ⇤l used to select one of these hypotheses is formed
based on non-overlapping blocks of input signal x[n] consisting of
M samples with total duration Tx seconds. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
the samples are further split into L sub-blocks denoted yi [n], each
with a length of N samples or Tp seconds. To form the decision metric, cross-correlations between adjacent sub-blocks are calculated
first, leading to
Ri [l] =

The stationarity of AWGN implies its constant stochastic characteristics. This allows designing the binary detector simply as a comparator of a predefined constant threshold 0 with the metric (5).
The metric is evaluated only for zero lag l = 0, since only then it
can achieve significant correlation value. The detector decides H1 if

Ri [l].

(5)

As it will be demonstrated further, the decision can be properly
made on GNSS signals sampled with a very low sampling rate. In

In practice, however, the GNSS signals are accompanied not only by
AWGN but also by interfering signals [8]. In general, AWGN vari2
ance w
varies, for example, with ambient temperature and antenna
orientation. Also, the interfering signals may randomly change in
time and in space. These changes lead to a continual variation of
overall noise floor. To keep constant Pf a , the binary detector must
adjust the decision making process to this variation. We roughly
characterize the noise floor by evaluation of metric (5) for a nonzero
lag, particularly for l = 1. With a slight abuse of notation, we introduce ⇤0 [k] and ⇤1 [k] as useful and as noise representing signals. Inspired by a constant false alarm rate detector [9], we compute mean
of |⇤0 [k]| and square root of power estimate of ⇤1 [k], denoted as
u and v, respectively, both over sliding windows containing K consecutive samples. The proposed detector, which is depicted in Fig.
3, decides H1 if
u
> ,
(7)
v
where is the decision threshold. Moreover, let d[k] 2 {0, 1} be a
signal indicating whether a GNSS signal is present (1) or absent (0).
ˆ
The detector produces an estimate of this signal, denoted as d[k].
1 In practice, 2 is determined by the thermal noise, the receiver equivaw
lent noise bandwidth, and the receiver noise figure.
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Fig. 2: ROC curves for detector (6) operating under AWGN-only disturbance parametrized by number of available satellites S and carrier-tonoise ratio C/N0 . To plot each curve, 104 signal realizations are generated. Each signal consists of S GPS L1 C/A signals summed together
with AWGN according to (1) for z[n] = 0. All of these S signals have the same [C/N0 ]i and their parameters are randomly generated from
uniform distribution on the following intervals: phases \(ai ) on [0, 2⇡), Doppler shifts fdi on [ 5, 5] kHz, and time delays ⌧i on [0, Tp ).
Code numbers of used primary pseudorandom code sequences are generated randomly from uniform distribution on a discrete set {1, ..., 32}
and navigation message data bits are generated randomly as well. The signals are first generated with sampling rate f˜s = 4 MHz and then
decimated (including proper lowpass filtering to avoid aliasing effect) to the desired sampling rate fs = 50 kHz.
4. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
We evaluate performance of the proposed detector (7) on real measured data. We consider a use case scenario in which we estimate
whether a receiver is located in an indoor or an outdoor environment
based on the availability of the GPS signals.
First, it is necessary to properly set the detector constants K
and . For this purpose we have conducted a measurement campaign during which we have collected GPS signals using a capturing device based on SE4120L GNSS RF front-end [10], providing
baseband samples at sampling rate fs0 = 4.092 MHz. The duration
of each record of the signals is roughly 90 s and during this time a
user, equipped with the capturing device, slowly moves from outdoors to indoors. The time of transition, i.e. when the user goes

Fig. 3: Detector proposed for AWGN plus interference scenario. It
operates on decision metric ⇤l , l 2 {0, 1} calculated using (5).

through the door, is recorded as well. In total, we have captured
22 indoor/outdoor transitions, each of them at different, randomly
selected, places (9⇥ a residential place, 6⇥ University of Tampere,
7⇥ Tampere University of Technology). The captured signals are
filtered, interpolated, and decimated to a low sampling rate fs =
50 kHz as illustrated in Fig. 4. Next, the metrics ⇤0 [k] and ⇤1 [k]
are computed for each of these resampled signals using (5). An example of the metrics for one of the collected signals is depicted in
Fig. 6. The true transition signal d[k] indicates that the user moved
indoor at time t = 41 s. Using the 22 sets of signals ⇤0 [k], ⇤1 [k],
and d[k], the detector parameters K and are optimized to achieve
ˆ and d[k]. From
the best agreement between all pairs of signals d[k]
this supervised learning process we get K = 6 and = 3.4.
Second, these parameters have been applied for a performance
evaluation of the proposed method (7) on a test signal, which was
recorded on the campus of Tampere University of Technology on
different day and time than the training signals to ensure different
conditions. The duration of the record is 600 s and it includes several
indoor/outdoor transitions. The final result is depicted in Fig. 5. In
this particular case, the detector is successful during 92.26 % of the
time.

Fig. 4: Real signal capturing and preprocessing. The sampling rate
is reduced from fs0 = 4.092 MHz to fs = 50 kHz using lowpass
filtering, interpolation and decimation. The interpolation is required
due to a non-integer decimation factor.
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Fig. 5: Evaluation of proposed detector (7) in a real scenario. In this case, the detector returns a correct decision during 92.26 % of the time.
plexity of a traditional acquisition unit using a parallel code space
search approach [11]. The unit is depicted in Fig. 7.
To calculate ⇤l for l 2 {0, 1}, the proposed method requires
C1 = 2N Y = 105 multiplications.
For the complexity evaluation we use the following assumptions.
The acquisition unit performs coherent integration over TE = 1 ms
of the positioning signal sampled with rate fs0 = 4.092 MHz. Hence
it operates on U = TE fs0 = 4092 samples. The Doppler frequency
search range is [ 5, 5] kHz with step 500 Hz yielding V = 20 frequency bins fB . The unit needs to search for W = 4 satellites on
average in order to find a visible satellite. The acquisition procedure is performed once every TX = 1 s. Therefore, the unit requires
C2 = C21 +C22 +C23 +C24 = U V +V (U/2) log2 (U )+U V W +
V W (U/2) log2 (U ) = 2.864 · 106 complex multiplications.
Under these assumptions, our method requires C1 /C2 ⇡ 29
times less complex multiplications than the acquisition unit.
Fig. 6: An example of post processing of a signal recorded during
the measurement campaign. The transition happens at t = 41 s.

Fig. 7: Acquisition unit using parallel code space search approach.
The variables C21 , C22 , C23 , and C24 denote number of complex
multiplications calculated by corresponding blocks.
5. COMPLEXITY EVALUATION

6. CONCLUSION
We have considered the problem of binary GNSS signal detection
for which we have introduced a decision metric computed with low
complexity. Using the metric we have designed two binary detectors. The first detector, operating in AWGN channel, has been used
to demonstrate the feasibility of performing GNSS signal detection
without knowledge of underlying signal parameters and on input
samples acquired with very low sampling rate. The second one has
been designed to operate in a real environment. We have exploited
this detector for the purpose of indoor/outdoor detection and we have
evaluated its proper functionality using a real signal. The detector
has provided the correct decision during 92.26 % of the time. We
have found that the complexity of our proposed detector is a factor
of 29 times lower compared to the complexity of a traditional GNSS
acquisition unit utilizing parallel code space search approach.

The complexity of the proposed detector (7) is evaluated in terms of
the number of complex multiplications. It is compared with the com-
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